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^j^lo.lr^o^cyjdentlfication5tag-.1 -which 'is.energised-by a radio signal from a reader "station'11

to transmit a bode identifying the tag. The tag incorporates a sensor 7 responsive to'an v;:

environmental parameter s to wlijdrthe tag is exposed; and when the tag is energised by an v
adjacent reader the; radio signal returned to the reader includes a code representing a ;

measurement value corresponding to an output of the sensor. Thus the tag not only identifies the

item to which it is attached, but also provides a measurement of the parameter to which the sensor

isiesponsive. The measurement may be the instantaneous output of the sensor or a stored output;

for example the maximum or minimum temperature to"which the sensor has been exposed-.



jRADIO FEBE.QUENCY IDENTIFICATION TAG "

Ttie/pj^n^

(

Radio frequency^identfication (RFID) tags (of transponders) are ejectronjc devices which- »%j
store identification codes and transmit tfi"e codes when interrogated'by a'radio frequency j
electromagnetic signal'A tag attached to an obfe^CanimaVor person allows',an ambiguous^
^anfconvenient identification of that to'which it is attached, and the tag may be used for ^
identification purposes without requlnng any action on the part of^the person, animal^orbBjecti!

tarrying theJag to trigger the identification process" F^orexamplert is nofnecessary to*.' ^
'present alcard orTlabtel such as a bVcode labefto a reader The tags do not incorporate an 1

t

on-board power sourceJiut rather fncprporate.a power stipply, generally a charge storage 1
[capacitor, that is energised

r

by low power redesignate'which are also usecffor the^* > /-"-I
jtrafjsmisslqn of 'data in both directions between the tag and a reader intended for dse'with *

>

i^E*11ftagsVe highly^infegrajed~deyices%that 'contain a^small number of electronic^ ^
-=*9

(

componente^usuaHy sealed in a plastics'case or glass.capsule. A tag can be as small as a ^1
'graip of rice 'or as large as a-ice hockey puck Regardless of their size, the characteristics of j
•RFID.tags can be summanse,d as fglowsvi Tags are ge'nerally^designed'for use wjth a <- *7

^
dedicated electronic unit or 1

^'reader", although readers,are now'available^which are'sejf-prbgrammablesa
"

J?*',
4 2

,astoBe<»p1ible;p£cor^^^ In'ajl^ "ZS^-

^^%tnCrtadentiansmitsja"cobed ra'dia¥ignal
5
through:a small antenna into the ^ "~ *"

environment in which tags are to be detected

2 Each tag incorporates its own antenna and when it is sufficiently close to a l

'reader (generally within about two metres dependant upon the size'of the'tag) 'A-*^*,
,the tag is energised by the radio signaltransmrtted by the'reader When a tag" S"' - • V^j
is out of range of a reader, it remains inert

f3^Tneiag stores an identification code in a hoivvolatile'memory and wherl ^ ~" \*
v
«-

'
-
"

I

pnefgised generates a coded radiosignal incorporating the stored code and j\
J * > ^ ' -"3

transmits the radio signal through its antenna
"~

£ » « * ^ ^ s
>

«" *
,

J
jThe known RFID tags offer significant advantages in performance when compared with otheri
[identification technologies such as bar codes^For example.^with -c% "

,
v

, -A
*

t ,

„" . A
,RFID tag's, there is no line of sight requirement for reading of writing data, tags provided withj
[programmable'memories maybejeprdgrammed tn-situ, using the same low power radio $
[signals as are used during the reading process, if desired tags can be programmed with a j



permanent"icJenfification code, tags can be attached to,. or bunedTn; most non-metallic „ \

matenals: with' no effect oruperformance; they are. mechanically^robustand are not .affected by i

sun>ice;dari^e^they:caii!.be en^p^latkl)soras :to.withstand::chemical attack; they can::' i-s]

withstand wide ranges of temperatures; error check coding can ensure very^highTeliability^-i .^

during trie read and write processes', they can be read in all or most orientations assuming"
]

careful antenna design, and they cannot be easily replicated As a result of these '

advantages, RFID tags are produced in large quantities by a number of suppliers As an i

established technology benefiting from advances in the field of electronics which^have _ J
resulted'irirrapidly reducing' component costs;;RFID.tags are being.used in anSeverfincreasmgi

number in an;ever ihcreasing range :of applications - It has hot previously been suggested.?. ^
however that"? - ~L -

"
/ '

."" *
y

' *

,} ^ \

R|ID tags should be provided with .capabilities over and above the" basic capability of ? ?r- . i

identifying the Individual tags ' - *
1

- '

t

M
. i

jt_is well"known to incorporate sensors of vanous types into manufactured products For* *

example;? temperature indicating, sensors are used irethe,food:distnbution?industry to indicate 4
thejnstantaneous'temperature of food products, and in some cases to indicate trie

temperature
{
"history" of food products: It is known for example, to incorporate temperature! . v.]

indicating, devices ini frozen foods which indicate it those foods have- ever;been sallowed to v j

thaw and.then been'refrozen ,
'

• ' . s,~ J ~
t

'
-\

It is"an object of the present invention to enable the expansion of the market in which RFID'- !

tags can be used by building further capability into such tags
j

According to>the present invention, there is provided; a radio frequency identificationr.tag^vr^v^

cqmpnsing a power supply,;<:means responsive to a' radio signal: forenergising'.the'Pow.er^::.;-r*i

supply; a-memory circuit storing«a~tag identification code. andjmeans energised by, the power^
supply for transmitting'frorh the tag a radio signal representing the tag identification code,

wherein the tag further comprises a sensor responsive to an environmental.parameter to
-

which the tag, is exposed, and means energised by trie power, supply for generating a sensor *

code representing,the value' of the parameter to which the sensor is responsive, the radio ~

signal transmitted from the tag representing the tag identification code and the sensor code.l '3

ThuVthe present invention proposes the combination of conventional RFID technology with<a

sensor to allow the remote reading of both the identity ofan article to which the tag is"
\

attached andlthe value ofa physical parameter- to which the tag:is'exposed. Suchfparametersf

migHt-include analog signals; for example:temperature; flowrrate. pressurei, blood, sugar, levels]

and the like^or digital signals, for example the state '(make or break) of switch contacts The^l
invention therefore allows remote, unpowered measurement of a wide variety of physical;" ? s

parameters, at a precise physical location, the source of the measurement being identified by J

the'corresponding tag identfication:pumber::Sensors:rnay

the instantaneous value of the- parameter to which they^are-responsive; but with.relatively.' ^
limited software and/or hardware development'would be capable of more sophisticated '

^

functions, for,example indicating:when read-whether. or not the tag has ever-been exposed tm
an! uhacceptaBle condition; for example that the tag has been subjected^ a temperature v « -i

greater or less man a pre-set value _ -

x ^
J

Hags; maybe:preprogrammed byfor example' burning, indatainto a readonly/memory; on: ri

may have nonvolatile programmablememory. For example, data may be" written to a w ;;•.)

programmable memory to adjust a programmed set-point ~

j

Reprogramming can be effected without it being necessary to have physical access to or .-• -.>:• i

even line of sight contact with the tag -

|The tag may incorporate an interface coupled to a resonant circuit tuned to a frequency to

[Which the tag is to be responsive. The interface may comprise a rectifier for converting an AC-



Signal jpduced in the resonant circuit to a DC output voltage, and a charge storage device-'
pypJ.^;tothe^ may cbmpnse'a clock circuit for generating!
[a clock signal from signals induced in a coil in the resonant circuit, a demodulator for

•' J

derpodulating data frorn signals induced in the coil.and a mbdujatohfbr modulating data • f

jdenved^from the sensor on the memory and a radio signal which is applied to the coil for <

jtransrnission A Ipgic^circuiCmay control reading data from the memory to the1nterface%
•

jwnting"data from the interface to the memory, and reading data'from the sensor to the
[interface All of the individual circuit components will be powered from the common power 3

[supplyr data.being'transferred between components in'accordance with a'pre-programmed- -j

jfoutine,determined by the logic circuit 7 - . . ,
- ^ / - ~~<"

t \ J]

|An embodiment of the present invention will now" be described, by way of example,' with
* •

'reference tq'the accompanying drawings, in which:
"

" *r~. * , ^ !

figure 1 is a schematic representation of an embodiment of the present invention, and *
I

Figured is a schematic"representation of components incorporated in an interface of Figure-

Referring to the drawings, iftag 1 is shown within an area 2 which represents the ,'

environment to which the tag is exposed. The area 2 could be a physical structured *
,

!

'example "an article within which the tag is embedded, or simply an area of free space witfiin - -

^hich the tag is located Incorporated within the tag is an integrated circuit 3 incorporating
active circuit components in the form of an interface 4, control logic 5, a memory 6, and a- '

-

[sensor 7 The sensor is responsive to a parameter of the environment within which the tag is

located, for example the temperature of that environment The physical parameter to which
the sensor 7 is exposed is represented by arrow 8.

v
. -

>

[The interface is coupled to the'outside'world by a coil 9 which forms a tuned resonant circuit
*

jWith a capacitor 10 The resonant frequency of the circuit is selected to matcrfthe frequency' 1

of signals transmitted from a reader device 1 f via an antenna 1 2. The'reader device outputs ;

;a signal which serves two purposes, that is the transmission of energy to" the tag assuming'
.that the tag is.within itsnormal operating range, and the transfer of data which both controls
,the responses of thejag"and enables the memory of the tag to be appropriately programmed
The memory 6 is a - .

r

- "
--, t - . ' v. ,

-
r

"ROM or EEPROM access to which is controlled by the" logic circuit 5. The* antenna 12 also
-'"

serves to pick up radio signals transmitted from the coil 9, those radio signals being .
'

modulated with data which is to be' read by the reader. _ - . , <

jFigure-2 shows components of the interface 4 and supporting elements in greater detail, the *

•alternating voltage appearing across the capacitor 10 is applied to a rectifier 13 the DC output
pf which is applied to a charge storing capacitor?!4.The voltage across the capacitor serves '.

[as the power supply for all the active devices in the tag RF signals detected by the coil 9 are
]

;demodulated by an RF demodulator 15? a clock'signal is generated by a clock extract circuit
1

116 from the fundamental or mqdulated^frequency of the signals transmitted from the reader,'
jand an RFV modulator 17 is" provided to modulate an RF signal with data from the control logic 1

;circuit, the modulated signal being transmitted via the coil 9 - ' - " „
'

[The system descnbed above may use any of the existing transmission schemes currently " ,

%mployed for passive tags Transmission frequencies can be of relatively high frequency, -
'

|uch as 2 45GHz or 915MHz, or of relatively low"frequency such as the range 50kHz to
'

~r '

jsimilarly the modulation schemes for transmission^ data to and from the tag may be any of
those typically used in passive tags, for example Amplitude Shift

'

Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) or Phase Shift Keying (PSK)

iJEnpoa^g oHI^



!as NRZ (hqri-retum to Zero), Manchester encoding or.C53ed Di-Phase. *
" },"'< „

v
"»

[The; later schemeshelp to prevent flie!-developmentoJ DC. offsets in the.tag and receiver

circuits and: alsq allow the: re

essential W distinguish each bitreliably L
;

v >- -^V " JK' 5
'" 5

%
?t \ks^^t^f^£f^^tX^^ 1 " /hi

"'' ^' "fr\"
|A7eliable arit?^ntent|br? pr^toc^rmaylse implemented to permitYhe detection and operation

of several tags^withinone^read volume^" " M 'J", >'\ ' "~\ "* 1 -J\ * '-)' '

The system^cpmpbnents descnbed above could be programmed to operate in a vanety of *»

[different wa^s* For example^thejeader'could be programmed to 'periodically.transmit ai\ <jr

iinterrogatioFsignal to which any^nrange tag would respond by transmitting Back to them's
readerjts chaVctensticjdentity^cqde'or other information „ V ' >

*' ^\
T
"' 1 i

^^eaderwouldTthehTe^ohd to^identjicationpf thejag by^transmitting an interrogation
J
>

Signal hfread|frpm the^meTfripry 6 the data representing the output of trie sensor 7 The'
t

feensor oytpufwould thVn,bejeceived by^'the^aderahd'associate'S'with the respective' tag i
code JThe Jogic circuit could.also be programmed to record for example the maximum and

"

pinimQm^tejpperatures to whicHthe sensor 7 has been exposed and to transmit appropriate,

jtemperature indicating
i
codes tolheVeaderlwhen interrogated

t ^ •* , Z , '„

[Thg present invention^haslgreatjpotenbal as it^'is capable of application to'the measurement ^
of many different physical paramete'rjjjn circumstances where it is very important: to be*able~<

[to arcuratejyjdentify the»sbtirce of a parameter measurement aswell as the^measurement^ >

jValueTtseff^For example, a
v
pressure sensojrcquld be*used to simply measure ajocaf « ,

jpressure^whose location is a^watealwjth'a*|ag identification number Pressure^'-' **" '*

_ ^_ ...... e tag,identities Thus forexample if aperies of tags—
att^h^»aJohg\aJlengtVof und'ergrquhcl pipe and each injcorj»rated la temperature sensor, an
|insrjecfet^^reste8iriJocal temperature reading? would b'e able to walk above ground atong

J

the coursp'of theTpipe andjread th^lemperature^atVvery location of a'tag and identify the „

~

i^pbsit^frjom which'the" sensed, measurernents'origlriate by reference to the^tagjdentification

codes tt will be appreciated,that similar applications anse where the parameter^ interestis

[forexample pressure^onflow rateVSimilarly, a simple pressure sensor could 6e used in^arf^f

identification "tag
t
which"would identify' if ap'acklage witriin wfiich^the tag was positioned had"<f\

[ever oeen^openedfass^ would result'in at[least: a shortlerm
(

pressure
r i

^*

tfluctuatorjl Such a system
l
wquld Haye'great value iiffopd distnBution, for example security u

[seals for bottles or' containers; and1:ustoms^ fbrjbonded packages,f|^

.givenJhaUarge numbers of items could be tagged and scanned automatacally'with no line'of
t

sight or contact requirements at acceptable costs V ^ ' '

^ ^ ,r/J

By incorporating apprppnate anti-contention protocols, it would be possible to read multiple

~

tags^sjmultaneously'and trterefarert wouldawt be^problem if more .ttianione^te^wa^withiniV

rangepf a- readefcat anyone time. Each tag would in many circumstances dnly.be responsive

to a single physical parameter, but for some applications it would be appropriate to
5 4

mcorporatejtwq or more sensors in each tag so that each sensor would be able to sense
more^han one parameter Thus a'tag might incorporate sensors responsive to say pressure

andi humidityr acceleration and* stress/straini. luminosity, and magnetic field strength - chemical

[or gas concentrations or any other combination of physical conditions A tag may also

iincbrporate a low power non-volatile display to display user-defined information1
- -



^71

[1 "A radio frequency identification tag compnsing a power supply^ means , . ^ ,^
[responsive to a radio signal forenergising the p6w.ersuppry, a^memory arquit^""- „\/. \ - jrj

[storing a.,tag identification
J
codeTand means energised by the power supply for;^ ,

jtransmittiiTg from the tag a radio signal representing the tag^dentification-* -5 -
^

v
/j

^e, whereinlhe*tag further comprises a sensor responsive t&ap
w

' - £r \ 1} ~A 3

.environmental parameter to which thejag isfexpbsed' and^means^energi^sed by"! *

jthe power^suppl^for^eneratihg a^sensor codej-epresenting the parameter to^.,^;
'

' >,i"
j

jwhfcrfthe sensor irresponsive, the radio signal transmitted from the tag > _ ^
~i

^presenting the tag"ideritification code and the slensor code .

"

"
t ^-^-^t? IX'^

"2 A radio frequency' identification tag according to claim iC"wherein the radio%*^p
jfrequency.jespoxisiye means comprises an interface coupled to ajesbnanK ! 1

(Circuit tuned to a frequency to which thelag is to'be responsive, the inferface *\ : , * J
jcomprising a rectifier for converting an AC signal induced m the resonant *%\ * Y

'

circuit to a DC output voltage, and a charge storage device coupled to the -\ v ^c
]

|3 A raTdio frequency identification tag according to claim 2, wherein the ^
1 V ~\

interface compnses a clock circuit for generating a clock signaJ from signals^?
[induced' in a coil of the resonant circuit,, a demodulator for'demodulking da^,^?i
ifrom signals induced in the" coil,' and a moduiatorfor modulating da^der^^^^V ,

•

t
from tfife sensor and the memory on a' radio signal wfiich is appliecfto thercoili -Z. ^ri- -

[for- transmissions

the memory on a' radio signal wfiich is appliecfto thercoil?^1

M
|4."ATradio frequency identification tag^cccrding to claim 3; comprising'a logical fr.'

\

circuit whjc^cqntrols reading dajte'from the memdry tolhe interface/writing ttVir'^f--
data from the interface to the memory* and rea^dincfdata from the sensor to the^H, \ /

x

]

5 A radio frequency identification tag substantially'as hereinbefore^escnbed r
„, ^

[with reference to Figures 1 and 2 of the accompanying drawings/ Cv
J

-
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